August 23, 2020

Membership Meeting
U Attending: Cheryl Anthony, Bill Bentley,

Merrie Bettler (Board Member), Shannon
Bodwell, Misty Conrath, Patty Counihan
(Members’ Representative), Elizabeth &
Richard Crabtree, Joni Decator (Secretary),
Linda Devereaux, Deb & Bob Hamlyn, Rebecca
Henderson, Heidi Hodsdon, Don Katnik
(Secretary), Nikki Ireland, Loretta Larabee,
Becky McAvoy, Chris & Bob Petersen, Joyce
Philbrook, Cynthia Shelmerdine, Brigette
Starre, Diane & Russ Wheeler, Cindy & Bob
Young

Hoses: We currently use standard garden
hoses for filling water bags and pools. They
are heavy to move around and store. We
would like to replace them with the
collapsible kind, which are much lighter and
more compact for storage. A motion was
approved to purchase one 50 ft and one 100
ft hoses collapsible hose.
U Nominating Committee: we need at least 2

people to serve on the Nominating Committee.
Please contact Joni or Tiffany if you are
interested. You also can pass recommendations
to the Committee, including for yourself.
Several of the current Board Members plan to

U Equipment Committee:

Trial Sign. We’ve asked Laura Hamer to
help build a sign to have at trial to show the
current class/level and what’s happening
(Build, Walk-Through, Running, etc.).
Timers. The timers were acting glitchy in
Skowhegan but this isn’t new. We budgeted to
buy new timers, but that got waylaid by
COVID-19. We will make the existing ones
work for Bar Harbor, but should proceed
with replacing them for next year.
Chute Gates. A recommendation was made
to purchase gates for each of the chutes going
into/out of the ring. This is a safety issue. The
gates are magnetic and very easy to use. We
will research these for next year’s budget.

step down at the end of this year, so there will
be multiple vacancies to fill.
U Positions: The Board is reviewing all of the

EMAC positions (both their responsibilities and
compensation) and will share that with the full
membership for a discussion/vote later this
Continued on page 2
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year. As always, if you have any interest in one
of these position, please contact the Board. A
few require some training and we’d really like
to develop a mentoring program for that.
Again, please just reach out if you have any
interest in this. We cannot have trials without
the work being done by these positions and
EMAC will greatly benefit from having more
members who are willing and able to do them.
U Ribbon Committee: Last year we worked on

getting new “big title” ribbons but we still have
some old ones to use up. So everyone hurry up
and get CATCHes to help with that! We plan to
move forward with the new ribbons next year.
Nikki has also ordered more CATCH poles.
U Trial Committee: We made about $1,500 at

the July Trial. Bob Hamlyn, the Trial Chair for
July, extended a big congratulations to
everyone who worked to make that trial a big
success (despite COVID!). Thanks also to all
those who competed in the trial. It went very
well, and no one reported getting sick
afterwards, so our COVID-protection measures
were successful. We did learn some things: the
“sanitizer” stands at the ring gates were the
same ones we usually use for treat bags and
there was some confusion over that (we did end
up with some very sanitized treats). We’re
going to work on that for Bar Harbor. Everyone
really liked have numbered “slots” for dogs
waiting to run—it helped keep things
organized, spaced out, and made the Gate’s job
much easier! We plan to continue that even
after COVID. We also broke the Walk Throughs
up into smaller groups. We reduced the time to
5 minutes—this didn’t seem to be a problem
(it took less time to do your Walk Through
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because there were fewer people out there).
U September Trial: we have 739 registrations so

far (so it will be a smaller trial). We are well
below the 100-person limit. There was a lot of
discussion about out-of-state competitors.
We’re generally trying to discourage this
because of the hassle with verifying that they
either had a recent negative test for COVID or
self-quarantined. We do have a few competitors
coming from Massachusetts for October and
we’re working with them to ensure they follow
the Maine CDC guidelines. Also a lot of
discussion about changes to the ring layout for
Bar Harbor. In Skowhegan, we used the side of
the trailer to post run results and maps. That
worked well. To do that in Bar Harbor, we plan
to move the trailer up to the road by where the
vendors usually set up. This will also help block
off the trial area from non-participants, who we
are trying to discourage from entering the area
to minimize COVID risk. A suggestion was
made that vendors could take pre-orders rather
than setting up stalls/tents that might cause
people to congregate. We also discussed where
masks would be required—in general,
anywhere outside of your “personal space” (i.e.,
your vehicle or pop-up area) where you cannot
ensure 6-foot separation from others. There
will be lots of details about COVID measures
with the trial confirmations. In Skowhegan, the
restrooms were limited to one person at a time.
For Bar Harbor, this will be up to Hadley Point
Campground—we will need to do whatever
they decide is appropriate for the campground.
Just keep in mind that pre-run pottying may
take longer than usual. If you have a bathroom
in your trailer/cabin, consider using that
instead of the public ones.
Continued on page 4
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EMAC TRIALS
RUN ORDER
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Jackpot

Jackpot

Standard

Sep 4-6, Hadley Point Campground, Bar Harbor
Judge

Mark Giles

Trial Secretary

Tiffany Benevento

Standard

Jumpers

Snooker

Opens

CLOSED

Full House

Wildcard

Colors

Closes

CLOSED

Snooker

Standard

Jumpers

Move-ups

CLOSED

Oct 2-4, Hadley Point Campground, Bar Harbor
Judge

Pat Snyder

Full House

Standard

Full House

Trial Secretary

Joni Decato

Wildcard

Snooker

Standard

Opens

Aug 14, 2020

Jackpot

Colors

Colors

Closes

Sep 18, 2020

Standard

Wildcard

Jumpers

Move-ups

Sep 28, 2020

February, Happy Tails, Portland
CANCELED DUE TO COVID 19
May 7-9, 2021, Skowhegan Fairgrounds
Judge

Gill Chapman

Full House

Jackpot

Jackpot

Trial Secretary

Tiffany Benevento

Standard 1

Jumpers

Standard

Opens

Mar 19, 2021

Standard 2

Snooker

Wildcard

Closes

Apr 23, 2021

Snooker

Colors

Jumpers

Move-ups

May 3, 2021

Colors

Standard

Full House

Full House

Jackpot

July 30-August 1, 2021, Skowhegan Fairgrounds
Judge

Trial Secretary

Joni Decato

Wildcard

Standard

Standard

Opens

June 11, 2021

Standard

Wildcard

Snooker

Closes

July 16, 2021

Jackpot

Snooker

Jumpers

Move-ups

Aug 1, 2021

Colors

Jumpers
Continued on Page 4
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EMAC TRIALS
RUN ORDER
FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

Jackpot

Jackpot

Standard

Sep 10-12, 2021, Hadley Point Campground, Bar Harbor
Judge

Doreen Lucius

Trial Secretary

Tiffany Benevento

Standard

Jumpers

Snooker

Opens

July 23, 2021

Full House

Wildcard

Colors

Closes

Aug 27, 2021

Snooker

Standard

Jumpers

Move-ups

Sep 6, 2021

Full House

Standard

Full House

Wildcard

Snooker

Standard

Oct 8-10, Hadley Point Campground, Bar Harbor
Judge
Trial Secretary

Joni Decato

Opens

Aug 20, 2021

Jackpot

Colors

Colors

Closes

Sep 24, 2021

Standard

Wildcard

Jumpers

Move-ups

Oct 4, 2021

Membership Meeting, Continued from page 2
U October Trial: 624 registrations so far.

U February 2021 Trial: We voted to cancel this

trial. We just don’t see how we can follow
social distancing guidelines given the small size
of the venue. We still have a date reserved for
2022, but also want to discuss other potential
locations/times of year. We want to form a
separate committee to investigate this.
U Future Meetings: November 1—discuss the

budget, nominations, and positions. December
5—we need to discuss more about what this
meeting will be like. We aren’t sure we can do
the usual Christmas party. There were
suggestions about virtual interactions we could
do instead, but nothing has been decided yet.
U EMAC Website/Yahoo Groups: We still

have issues with some members not wanting to
join Yahoo so they miss out on the messages that
come through there. Ditto Facebook. We
discussed revising the EMAC website to post
more information there and to develop a
general email list that won’t require that
members join a 3rd party group like Yahoo/
Facebook to be included. WE want this
webpage to be something we can control
ourselves to make it easier to update the
information on it. The EMAC Secretary was
tasked with investigating possibilities and
presenting those at a future meeting.
Meanwhile, if you have thoughts on what
information/capabilities you would like from
the EMAC website, send them to
don_katnik@hotmail.com.
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The View From MY Side of The Ring

From Cows to Catch
Dogs often ask me, “Did you really herd
cows before you came to Maine?” It’s
true! I worked on a ranch in Colorado until
I was six, and I have scars on my chin
from where one of those black & white
bullies tried to bust my chops to prove it.
I spent most of my time rounding up strays while my handler rode on
horseback (if you see some inequity in this arrangement, I did too!). I
won’t say I was GREAT at it...but I was!
Anyway, it was quite an adjustment to move across the country, give up
my Big Truck for a Prius, and start learning Agility. In all seriousness,
it was a BIG difference. Cows move—A-Frames and Dog Walks don’t.
Teeters do, but not in a good way. What’s up with that? It took me
well over a year to have any idea of what I was supposed to be doing out
there in the ring. I’ll be honest, I was pretty awful at first. I racked
up a lot of NTs for leaving the ring. That all changed in September
2016 in Bar Harbor. Doreen Lucius was the Judge and had been giving
Noah barks more on page 6
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me NTs all weekend. My last run of the day was in
Standard. The WHOLE crowd went silent as I completed
one, two, then three obstacles. “What’s Noah doing?”
everyone wondered. He’ll drop a bar now for sure! He’ll go
off course. He’ll leave the ring!
But I didn’t do any of those things. I ran it by the
NOT REALY DOREEN
numbers, and when I took the last jump the place
erupted (which never happened when I herded cows). And Doreen
exclaimed, “That’s a CATCH!!!!” (I think because she was really tired
of making all those NT signs and I was all that was between her and
Happy Hour).
It wasn’t a CATCH, of course, but now—4 years after that first Q, at
another September trial in Bar Harbor—it could be! I am just one Q,
ANY Q, away from it (the Joy may be in the Journey, but let’s be
honest—Qs and CATCHes beat NTs any day).
So, all in all, Not too bad for an old cow dog
(I’m twelve!) from Colorado. It still surprises
me that so many of you watch me running out
there (geez, don’t you have anything better to
do?), but I’ve always appreciated the support.
CATCH or no, this fall will likely be my last
time in the ring and I plan to make the best of
it. I hope you all do, too!
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EPISODE 1:
The Tordis & the Hair
Once upon a time...on a dark and stormy night…long, long ago in a Rescue Shelter far, far
away…a dog named Jean Louise Fetch discovered that her very ordinary looking dog crate was
actually a sassy time-traveling machine. It was not a particularly fast one—ironic for a time
machine, but dogs don’t “get” irony (you can’t chew it, why would they?)—and so she called
her time-traveling crate, “The Tordis.”
“My name is Scout,” she told the crate, because she preferred that to Jean Louise Fetch.
Because she was a puppy who ran everywhere (when she wasn’t in the crate), the Tordis said
her name should actually be Scout About. And because Scout About was the sole pilot of her
time-traveling crate, she appointed herself Captain of it.
“That’s some fine naming,” said The Tordis. “And you might as well be Captain given how
much hair you leave in here.”
“It isn’t my fault this state is so humid,” Scout replied. “Let’s leave Florida. There are too
many palm trees, and the flamingos creep me out.”
“I’m not big on the alligators,” agreed The Tordis. “Where do you want to go?”
Scout settled for a blank look because dogs can’t shrug their shoulders.
“How about Maine?” asked The Tordis. “That’s where all the Snow Birds come from.”
“What’s a ‘Snow Bird’?” asked Scout.
“A Human who doesn’t want to pay their taxes.”
Scout yawned. “You aren’t exactly selling this.”
“Maine has Whoopie Pies,” The Tardis said.
Scout snickered. “I ate a rotten cabbage once. I made ‘Whoopie Pies’ all night long!”
“Different kind of Whoopie Pie,” The Tordis replied. “These have vanilla cream filling.”
Scout considered this. “I’m not sure that helps,” she decided, “but let’s blow this
Continued on page 8
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popsicle stand anyway.”
“Aye, aye Captain!” The Tordis whirled and winked, then disappeared, transporting itself
and Captain Scout About in an eye-blink through the SpaceTime Continuum to Maine.
After barfing inside The Tordis, Scout stuck her nose out and took a sniff. “Nicely done! I
smell bacon.” They had landed outside a 24-hour diner called “Dysarts.”
Two humans approached out of the darkness. “We’re here to adopt you,” they said.
“Bacon and an instant family? I like it!” said Scout.
“If you can get along with Noah,” they added.
“That old white guy who built the ark? I’ve already got a ride.”
“No, our other dog,” the Humans replied. “He’s a Hangin’ Tree Cow Dog.”
“What the heck is that?” Scout asked The Tordis, who settled for a blank look because
dog crates don’t have any shoulders to shrug. “Very well,” she said to the humans. “I accept
your offer so long as I get to sleep on the bed, chew your socks, steal stuff out of the trash,
sleep in late, jump on the couch, decide what we watch on TV, and get lots of snuggles when I
come back from Time-Traveling Scout About adventures! And some of that bacon,” she
added.
“And a towel,” said The Tordis, who had not forgotten the Captain’s bout of spacetimetraveling sickness.
The humans considered this. “Very well,” the said. And so the adventures began.

And now it’s up to the
brave, bold, totally
awesome Captain
Scout About to save
the Universe!!
First thing tomorrow...

Stay Tuned for Episode 2—”Captain Scout About Meets General Blue!”

Eastern Maine Agility Club, Inc
Membership and Renewal Form
*** PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY ***
Renewal
NEW
Name(s):__________________________________________________________________

Mailing Address:___________________________________________________________
Phone:________________________ Email:______________________________________
Membership Type (check one):
 Regular ($25) - has attended two or more meetings in a year
 Household ($30) - two or more members in the same household
 Associate ($25) - has NOT attended at least two meetings in a year
 Junior ($15) - under 18 years of age

Sponsors (for new members only; must be members in good standing with the club)
Sponsor 1:_____________________________Sponsor 2:___________________________
Dog(s) Information: please fill out below for each of your dogs. Under Training, list the type of
training (Agility, Obedience, etc.) and levels, if it applies. Agility Levels: B for beginner (little to no
training), R for recreational (has had some training and doing it for fun), and C for competing.
Dog’s Name

Breed

Age

Training

.

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
If more room is needed, use the back of the form
Do you want this information published in the newsletter? Yes_____

No_____

Newsletter Delivery Preference: Regular Mail_____ Email______
Please mail completed form with a check made out to EMAC to: EMAC Secretary, Deb Hamlyn, 131
Hassan Ave., Newcastle, ME 04553
Signature:_____________________________________________________ Date:___________________
Signature of Parent/Guardian of Junior:_______________________________Date:________________

